
 

DR. Jean Supervisor Meeting Minutes 

Date: 7 Feb 2014 

Time: 3.15pm 

Venue: Prof Ben’s office, SIS level 5.   

DR. Jean Labs 
Attendees: 

1. Agurz Gary Leong (Project Manager) 
2. Denise Wong (Deputy Project Manager/UX Developer) 
3. Nicholas Li (Business Analyst) 
4. Rafael Loh (UI Developer) 
5. Janan Tan (System Analyst) 

Supervisor 
Attendees: 

1. Benjamin Gan (Associate Professor of Information Systems 
(Education)) 

Agenda: 1. Demo of advertiser platform and feedback 
2. Demo for user platform and feedback 
3. User Test Results Review 
4. Mid-term Preparation Pointers 
5. Squib Statistics 

 

Discussion Details 

Demo for advertiser 
platform and 
feedback 

To include comparison screenshots of old and new UI to put onto wiki. 
 
To use JCrop for advertisers to resize and crop images on the spot on upload 

- prepare for testing for Prof Ben next week 

Demo for user 
platform and 
feedback 
 

To do real web responsive, design a few standard sized Uis 
 
Consider tracking: 

- how many times user has logged in 
- how long user has stayed on the platform 

 
During UT2 test whether: 

- they need serial number in the cashout history 
- they want to see thumbnails or individual squibs in squib history 

User Test Results 
Review 

Comparison screenshots of old and new UI to put onto wiki 
More detailed graphical representations of UT results 
 
Next round’s UT should test on advertisers in retail/food and beverage and 
people who have used mobile advertising before 

- relevancy to our situation 
 

Mid-Term 
Preperation Pointers 

Overview of why we’re doing this, why people want to put money into this 
- give reassurance to reviewer why people want to use this app 
- doing this for SQKII (separate entity), so its like doing for a sponsor 
- sell this FYP so this is not a proof of concept but delivery of app 

 
What happen during testing – reflection on user test 

- General feedback on app after UT 
- New functions/changes proposed by users 



 
Squib Analytics 2 main KPIs – impressions(how long people stay on squib), favourites(impact) 

 

  

S/N Task Assigned To Due Date 

1 Midterm Slides outline 
- graphical test results 
(demographics, why kind of 
advertising they are doing) 

Agurz Leong 12 Feb 14 

2 Prepare Jcrop for testing  Eleazar and Janan 12 Feb 14 

3 Check with Kenny and Marcus for 
the squibs 

Agurz 9 Feb 14 

4 Include Feedback button for users 
and advertisers 

Nic & Rafael 12 Feb 14 

5 UT 2 documents to send to Prof 
Ben for review 

Denise 8 Feb 14 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 4.27pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 

amendments reported in the next three days. 

Next meeting will be scheduled on 14 Feb 14, 3.15pm. 

 

DR. Jean Labs 

Recorded/Updated by: Denise Wong 

Reviewed By: Agurz Gary Leong 

Supervisor 

Updated and confirmed by: Benjamin Gan 

Date:  


